<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>January</th>
<th>February</th>
<th>March</th>
<th>April - Lobby Day in</th>
<th>May - 4th Annual</th>
<th>June - Thunder visits Broad Acres Health &amp; Rehab</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Senator Scarnati visits ACS Wellsboro</td>
<td>A Night to Paws Gala</td>
<td>Cole and Burd present ACS with the proceeds from the Subaru Share the Love Event</td>
<td>Harrisburg</td>
<td>Mutt Strut a success!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>July</th>
<th>August</th>
<th>September - Paws for the Cause &amp; NJ Animal Advocates Dinner</th>
<th>October</th>
<th>November</th>
<th>December “The Oasis” Canine Rehabilitation and Enrichment Center</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YMCA summer camps visit both ACS locations</td>
<td>ACS featured in Mountain Home Magazine</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dr. Brittany Watson, University of Penn, meets with our Friends of ACS Philly Group</td>
<td>ACS featured in WVIA’s Our Town series</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LEADERSHIP STAFF**

Joan Smith-Reese, Executive Director  
Wendy Reber, Wellsboro Director  
Rosemary Twomey CFRE, Director of Development  
Rachel Rossiter, Director of Operations  
Emily Geth, Adoption Coordinator  
Julie Kassak, Business Manager  
Candace Robinson, Wellsboro Business Manager  
Bobbi Lee, Accountant  
Pattie Stovall, Feline Care Supervisor  
Sara Hamburger, Director of Enrichment & Behavior  
Kelly Swarner, Wellsboro Operations Manager

**BOARD OF DIRECTORS**

Jacqueline Greulich, Chair  
Sarah Dunn, Treasurer  
Berneice Haskell, Secretary  
Marquene Kane  
Richard MacIntire  
Jeffrey Russell  
David Burch  
Elaine Pierson  
Cindy Opeka

Cover photo: “Bailey” by Amy Shears, Fur in Focus Pet Portraits
Dear Friends of Animal Care Sanctuary,

Another busy year filled with accomplishments and challenges has flown by at ACS. Looking ahead, in just two short years, by 2017, we will have reached our 50th anniversary! That makes ACS one of the oldest and largest no kill shelters in the country.

One of the defining factors of an excellent shelter is its adoption rate, determined by the number of animals adopted relative to the number taken in. Thanks to a caring and incredibly dedicated staff, ACS had another excellent year for adoptions. In 2014, ACS admitted 630 pets. Ninety one per cent of them were adopted! This is one of the highest rates in the United States. Moreover, many of the animals that were adopted were at the sanctuary for a long time with behavioral issues or overlooked in the past because of age or disability. We have worked diligently to correct behavioral issues and to educate the public about the rewards of adopting a pet that is senior or disabled. I am pleased to report that the 574 animals that comprise our adoptions, 244 in Wellsboro and 330 in East Smithfield, also represent a 10% increase over the number admitted and adopted last year.

ACS was recognized for its innovative programming during 2014. The sanctuary has the only live-in college student internship program for companion animals in the country. Last summer, the pre-vet interns participated in the new Alternative Housing Program, where each of them was given an “unadoptable” dog with various behavior issues. The goal was to make the dog adoptable by working with a behaviorist on its specific issues while living with the dog during the residency. Eleven of twelve dogs were adopted. The interns and advisors gave the program very high marks and we are look forward to repeating it this year.

All in all, ACS has enjoyed a period of steady growth in terms of the number of supporters including monthly donors, annual donors, board members, volunteers and regional Friends groups in Philadelphia, North New Jersey, Williamsport, Wellsboro and Bradford County. We welcome three new Community Corporate Partners, Dominion Transmissions and Cole and Burd Subaru in Tioga County and Access Midstream in Bradford County. Dominion Transmissions donated our urgently needed van to transport animals in Tioga County as well as facilities and volunteers for a very successful rabies vaccination clinic in the far reaches of the county, Cole and Burd Subaru selected ACS for their “Share the Love” annual contribution. Access Midstream contributed to the renovation of the East Smithfield Kennel’s medicine and food room and has contributed invaluable construction volunteers to assist the project.

We were delighted when Mountain Home Magazine did a cover feature on Animal Care Sanctuary in August and Public Television Station WVIA featured
ACS in their *Our Town* series in November.

The year brought challenges as well. The 2014 winter was one of the worst on record, and our aging facilities have truly suffered as a result. Many of the buildings and systems are now over thirty years old and are in dire need of upgrades and repairs. They will have to be the focus of our efforts over the next several years. We have begun to renovate the East Smithfield Kennel, starting with a new food and medicine room and an isolation unit funded by foundations and individual donors. A similar effort is underway for an isolation unit in Wellsboro. Donors also made gifts of critically needed new communals in the cattery and a wonderful new “catio”, a large screened in play room for cats in the warmer months.

It is reassuring to know that, regardless of challenges ahead, you our faithful supporters have always been our partners in progress. That partnership enables ACS to bring the very best of care to our animals. Looking forward to the next half century for Animal Care Sanctuary, the Anniversary Committee has identified two key goals: to increase public awareness by making Animal Care Sanctuary a household word and to increase financial sustainability for the next 50 years. We look forward to achieving these goals together.

Thank you for another excellent year.

Sincerely,

Joan Smith-Reese
Executive Director
ACS Gratefully Acknowledges Your Lifesaving Contributions

ACS Best in Show Gifts of $5000+
Access Midstream
Hudock Moyer Wealth Resources
Lesley Sinclair Trust
Mannheimer Trust
M. Edward Morris Foundation Inc.

ACS Grand Champion Gifts of $1000-4,999
Carl Baskin
BISSELL Pet Foundation
Raymond Bohacz
Canton American Legion Post 303
Charles Knox and Margaret Etner Foundation
Cheesapeake Operating, Inc.
Cole and Burd Subaru
Danny W. Cox
D&H Keystone Market
Dandy Mini Marts
Anthony Digioia
Henry and Sarah Dunn
Endless Mountains Association
First Citizens Community Bank
Jacqueline Greulich
Loretta Hanbury
Indigo Wireless
John H. Murray and Son, Inc
Keck’s Food Service
Wesley and Janet Kocsis
Loyal Order Moose Elkland Lodge 746
Donald and Brenda Lysle
Elaine Pierson
Clark Sparrow
Scott and Debra Spaulding
Gertrude Strunk
Toby’s Hauling and Landscaping
Alice Trufla
VFW Post 714
Visions Federal Credit Union
Donalad and Jane Weaver
Thomas J. and Joan Weissmuller
Elizabeth Whitehill
Thomas Wilson

ACS Top Dog Gifts of $100-499
Thomas Abell
Nanette Abert
Sheeryl Abplanalp
Aj Bird Memorial Post 384 Ladies Aux.
Carolyn Alderman
Christine Armsby
Anne Anastasi
Scherre Anastasio
Phyllis Anderson
Andrew Ansaldi
Katherine and Frank Aria
Athens American Legion
Sheri Bailey
Edwin and Beverly Barkert
Anne Bauerdorf
Lance and Kristyna Bayer
Belter’s Home Center
Cynthia Bennett
William and Marie Berggoetz
Elizabeth Berg
Jane Berman
Margaret Black
Flor M. Blanco
Debbie Blauvelt
Linda Bliss
Lynn Blum
Marie Bonanni
Philip Bonday
Darlene E. Borts
Thomas and Joan Bourke
Margaret Boyd
Donald and Susan Bratz
Krystle Bristol
Nancie Burkett
Bhadrakumar Butala
Gail Bykonich
Gary M. Cantiliffe
Monroe Area Chamber of Commerce
Canton Women of the Moose
Alexandra Cardone
Corinda Carfora
Joseph Carugati
Eric and Beth Chase
Kenneth and Mary Christine
Skip and Shelly Clark
Patricia and Gary Clover
Cohen, Seglas, Pallas, Greenhall
Linda Collins
Samuel and Karen Cooke
Sylvia Crossen
William and Nola Crum
James Damico
Ellen Danish
Robert L. Deitrick
Autumn DeLauro
David and Patricia Dershem
Elinor Desenna
Reinhard Dieg
Fred and Elizabeth Dietz
Tom Doherty
Denise Drabick
Jared Dukas
Mary Dulsy
James and Miriam Dunham
Lesley Durnall
Robert Dryer
Ruth D. Elder
Greta Elliott
Patrick Elston
Sandra Erickson
James and Marilyn Ervin
Nancy Evale
Eylialn Ward
Frances Ezer
Diane Eylesky
Emily Fabiano
K. Jong Falkenberg
Mary Forkas
Mary Farley
Tami Farley
James and Carol Fauci
Irene and Corey Fauer
Tom’s Hardware Feed
Gerald Ferlick
Marlene Fillmore
Chris and Douglas Firestone
Gerald and Janice Fisher
David and Jan Fisher
Five Below
Flaster Greenberg, P.C.
Elizabeth Foth
Michael and Valerie S. Gawell
Thomas Geppa
DeAnna Gephart
Katherine Goddard
Lois Goodhue
Mary Gordon
William and Joann Grover
Suzann Guss
H. Rockwell and Son, Inc.
Amy M. Hager
Daniel Looney and JoAnn Hahn
Brenda Hammert
Thomas and Karen Hansen
Harlan Rowe Jr High School Student Council
Harnes Lead
Alex and Katherine Hartley
Gregory and Berenice Haskell
Jeff Paul Plumbing Heating
Janice Hertel
Fran Herz
Hillside Rod and Gun Club
Joseph Hochreiter
Gwen Hock
East Smithfield Holistic Healthcare
Charlotte and JoA Hollinger
Janet and John Hoover
Betty Jane Houseman
Lori Howard
Barry L. and Lynne S. Humber
Bettyanne Hutton
Donald and Lynda Imbimbo
Brandon Jacobs
James R. Combs Trust

ACS Champion Gifts of $500-999
Carl and Dorothy Behrendt
Lynne Brubaker
Marlene and Richard Burkard
Carol Ciacchione
Frank Chua
Citizens and Northern Bank
Emily Cobb
Virginia Davila
Susan Ford
Timothy and Betsy Girven
David A. Graham MD
Maunallen Gregory
Letty Gum
Guthrie Healthcare System
Margaret Hassett
Henry Dunn, Inc.
Hilliard Corporation
Hoover Hardware
Barbara Jennings
John Cook Painting Inc.
Salvatore LaFerrara
Lindsay and Susan Leiper III
Raymond and Carol Mackiewicz
Joseph McNally
Monroeville Rod and Gun Club
Larry and Sandra Nesbit
Olthof Funeral Home, Inc.
Michele Owczarski
Robert M. Perrone
Ruth Samuel
Fred Sargent
Raymond and Peggy Staab
Talisman
Jay Tuttle
Jason Vohris
Gary Webster
Marcia S. Wolf Living Trust
Janet Wolgemuth

Gifts of $500

Gifts of $1000

Lifesaving Contributions
ACS Gratefully Acknowledges Your Lifesaving Contributions

- Scott and Debra Spaulding
- Martina Martin
- Lawrence Rasmussen
- Murry Hughes
- Dakota Moore
- Carol Morello
- Lloyd and Daye Moreno
- Stephanie Muse
- Dawn Nahory
- Stephen Naughton
- Northern PA Notary Services
- Sean Northrop
- Novak and Associates Real Estate
- Dirk Oosthook
- Humberto Ortega
- John and Susan Panacowski
- John and Marilyn Palmer
- Cliff Pardo
- Rhona Paris
- Robert and B. Parks
- Terry Pearce
- Jane Pequignot
- Michael and Gretchen Perdoni
- Valerie Perez
- Patricia Peters
- Doris E. Pierschka
- Donald Pissot
- Shauntel Place
- Donna S. Plante
- Beth Platter
- Barbara Porter
- Richard and Barbara Prescott
- Marlene Priest
- James and Linda Priester
- Kurt Priester
- Tonia and Charles Prula
- Quandel Construction Group, Inc.
- Karen Quinn
- Lawrence Rasmussen
- REMAX First
- Reagan Steele Jewelers
- Karen Rechlicz
- Deborah F. Reeder
- Mike Reese
- Michael and Teresa Rehberg
- Richard and Michael Reidy
- Rita Reynolds
- Mary Robinson-Slabey
- Sarah Rohrer
- Andrea Kovacs Rose
- Sonya Route
- Holly Ryan
- Paul and Kathy Samson
- Thomas and Theodora Saveri
- Catherine Saxer
- Joan Schuman
- Herb Schwabe
- Joseph and Linda Scopelli
- Shechtman Marks Devor PC
ACS Super Cats
Gifts of $15-99

A Paw-fect Treat
Timothy and Donna Ackley
Renee Agantovich
Francine Ahern
Jeffrey and Jacquelyn Ahrens
Frances Albanese
Jean Albert
Karen Alberte
Jason and Jennifer Aldenifer
Mindy Alexander
Thelma Allis
Richard and Meryl Amato
Bob and Bob Anderson
Constance Anderson
Lucille Anderson
Alix Andrews
Kenneth and Eileen Apgar
Yvonne Ashcraft
Lorne Aubin
Karen Babb
Richard and Joan Babinecz
Paula Bahr
John Bair
Janice Baker
Matt Baker
Matt Baker
Neal Baker
Marcia Balbus
Josephine Balicki
Martin Ballanse
Helen and Ian Ballard
Mark Banach and Deborah Wolfe
Cathy Barber
Ruth Barber

Doris Barlow
Margaret Barnes
Adriana Barnhart
Marietta Barto
Naomi Barton
Warren Batcheller
Joseph and Kathryn Bauder
Carole Bayer
Harriet Becker
Linette Beers
Denny Bell
Sabrina Belliendi Dettori
Benedict's Bus Service
Nancy Benjamin
Johnny Bergson
Judith Berman
Shirley Bisher
Kenneth Bittner
Susan Black
Blair Property Management Inc.
Steven Block
Joseph and Lois Blood
Blue Ridge Cable Technologies
Dan Bohart
Karen Bond
Larry Bowin
Lindsay Bozzo
Margaret Bradley
William Bradshaw
Marcia Brahin
Bertha E. Braun
Robert and Susan Brennan
Colleen Brennanman
Dorothy A. Brocke
Mary Broome
Harry Brown
Linda Brown
Terry Browning
Barry and Jane Bucklacker
Martia Melyan Brunelle
Bruster's Real Ice Cream
Kerstin Bucher
Christa Buergin
Louis Bullock
Jessica Bundle
Nicole Burdick
Betty Burkholder
Diane Burnett
Madeline Burns
Jane Bustin
Barbara Butcher
Gary and Esther Butcher
Katherine and Francis Butcher
Rosemarie Butler
William G. Butler
Colleen Butterfield

Bonnie Cadoy
Rhoda Cagliostro
Jeneanne Calaman
Susette Caldwell
Cameron Manufacturing and Design
Mary Ann Campbell
Terrie Campbell
Canton Area JR - SR High School
Canton Borough
Todd Carpenter
Natalie Carroll
Amber Carson
Christina Carter
Elizabeth Casalino nuovo
David and Lisa Cassel
Ann Cerino
Frank and Lynn Cerreto
Sharan Cappagio
Ruth Trumper Chavez
Chemite, Inc.
June Cernetz
Crystal Chisolm
Gregory and Patricia Chobot
Elizabeth R. Chuska
Barry Clark
Becky Clark
Brandi Clark
James Clark
Mike and Nancy Cleeary
Vincent Cochran
Robert and Carla Cohen
Coles Excavating, LLC
Joseph Colonna
Charles and Jennifer Compton
Joan Conderas
June and Robert Connelly
Thomas Corcoran, Jr.
Helen L. Corl
Judith Corell
Martin Corsano
Suzy Corse
Joyce and Norma Cossaboon
Covington United Meth Women
Joan L. Cowles
Dave Craft
Barrie Creedon
Karen Crisp

Ethel Csontos
Henry Cummings
Margaret Mary Cummings
Virginia S. Cummings
Marjorie Cummings
Lynne and Robert Cunningham
Custom Building and Remodeling
Customlink LLC
Natalie Dadamio

Matthew Dailey
Sarah Darling Jones
Mary Darling
Gene and Linda Daugherty
James Davis
Phylis Davis
Allison Davy
Donna Day
Deane Center for the Performing Arts
June Deering
Duane and Helen Detrick
Elizabeth Delabar
Disa DeLauro
George Delduca
Crystal Detrio
Julia Delzignaro
Arlene DeMarco
Christopher and Rhoda DeSanto
Evelyn Dible
Elizabeth Di'lorio
Alison Dillon
Leonard and Miriam Doherty
Debra Doland
Beth Dorn

Joel and Terry Douglas
Dorothy Doyle
David DuBois
Mary Ann Dudash
Jeffrey and Susan Dukes
Hank and Kristi Dunn
Philip and Margaret Durnin
Susan M. Van Dusen
Lisa Anne Eagleberger
Deborah Eames
Jane Earle
Dorothy Ebersole
Janna Edelman Sapp
Michael Edelman
Ernst K. Edelman
Diana Edler
Richard and Cheryl Edwards
Jill Elston
Andrea and Thomas Elly
Ernest and Nancy Empson
Endless Supply Company LLC
Valley Energy
Beverly L. Engel
Elaine Enghsich
Anne Erickson
Bruce and Solveig Erway
Donna Esposito
Jeff Estes
Leonard Fairorth
Farr MFG Services, LLC

Jackie Felicita
Andrew and Bette Felt
Robert and Phylis Felt
Rita Ferrara
Linda and Annette Ferraro
Jennifer M. Fields
Shane Fillman
Mariana Filosa
Dennis Fineout
Ellen and John Fink
First Church of God
Patricia F. Fishbough
Rebecca and Audie Fisher
Mark Flack
Chalene Fleming
David and Joan Fleisch
Bonnie Fletcher
Vivian Flower
Sandra Folker
Margaret Fournier
Candi Fox
Judy Frank
Ted and Gail Franklin
Penny French
Mary Jane Frock
Ethel F Gry
Joan Fy
Beverly M. Furness
Michael J. Gagliardi
Bonnie Jean Gallagher
Michael Gallina
Gannon Associates
Lowell Garner
Lisa Garrison
Jennifer Gaska
Lorraine Gates
Jan Gee
Mary Gehringer
Doug and Kristen Geisler
Frank and Jackie Genua
Frank F. George
Samuel and Joan George
Ronald Gilbert
Mildred Gipprich
Chris Gitchell
Barbara Godbold
Gloria Goegel
Howard and Margaret Goeringer
F. Goldman
Jeffrey and Diane Gonzales
Linda Gordon
Kimberly Gourley
Patricia Bates and James Graham
John Gratolino
Laci Green
Charles and Heather Greulich
We are grateful for our Monthly Donors!

In Memorial:

In Memory of your 13 wonderful dogs
William & Patricia Simons
In Memory of all abused animals
James R. Combs Trust
In Memory of all animals
Murray & Louise Polner
In Memory of Anthony Marucci’s pets and ours
Anthony Marucci
In Memory of Atlantis and Athena
Warren Batcheller
In Memory of Audrey Jean Kaczynski
Robert Kaczynski
In Memory of Bandit and Elvis
Carol Cacchione
In Memory of Baron
Rosemarie Hilpert
In Memory of Bella
Karen Inverso
In Memory of Bella
Diana Terrio
In Memory of Betty Jean Gaweł
Anne McNamara
In Memory of Betty Jean Morningstar
Ardelle Nagle
In Memory of Betty Morningstar
First Church of God

In Memory of Bob Onifer and Harley
Joyce Tice
In Memory of Bob Sloan
Ellen Danish
In Memory of Brandi
Joan Condreras
In Memory of Buffy, Midnite, Autumn, Sammy, Mischief, Vanilla and Tiger
Barbara Pastorello
In Memory of Buster
Sandra Erickson
In Memory of Candi Fox’s parents
Candi Fox
In Memory of Carla Kelly
Christina Carter
In Memory of Casper
Charlotte and Jol A. Hollinger
In Memory of Cat
Melissa Howard
In Memory of Chance
William and Diana Toth
In Memory of Charles & Kathleen Sheilds’ past cats
Charles & Kathleen Sheilds
In Memory of Charlie
Bill & Andy Burnside
In Memory of Charlie
Anne McNamara
In Memory of Charlie
Michele Owczarski
In Memory of Charlotte McCluskey
Ellie Kullmann
In Memory of Cleo Walsh
Doris Walsh
In Memory of Cocoa and Willie
Paul and Barbara Muller
In Memory of Coyce Hicks
William and Brenda Holland
Craig and Ann Kinzer
In Memory of Coyne Hicks
William and Brenda Holland
Craig and Ann Kinzer
June McNett
Cynthia Wheeler
In Memory of Cubby
Ernest & Nancy Empson
In Memory of Daisy
Grant Hicks
In Memory of Dakota
Mark Banach and Deborah Wolfe
In Memory of Dako
Ken & Linda Humprey

Gifts In Kind
Baker the Sign Man
Chemite Inc.
Chesapeake Energy
Dominion Transmission Inc.
Hughes Notary

Making a gift in memory or in honor of a loved one, caregiver or pet is a meaningful way to express one’s thanks and support. The listed individuals were memorialized or honored with a gift to Animal Care Sanctuary in their names in fiscal year 2014.
In Memory of Darlene Reed
Robert Schmiz
In Memory of Delmar Vernes
Frederick and Roberta Hunt
In Memory of Delores Larrabee
Paul Larrabee
In Memory of Delta
Della Adams
In Memory of Dennis Middaugh
Deanna Middaugh
In Memory of Diane and Howard Barton
Naomi Barton
In Memory of Donald L. Stanford
Mary Ginardi
Susan H. Strack
In Memory of Doris H. Jones
Bonnie Jean Gallagher
In Memory of Dott Collins
Linda Collins
In Memory of Dreamer
John and Susan Kavanagh
In Memory of Dueces
Robert E. Courville
In Memory of Ed Farmer
Mark and Wendy McDonald
In Memory of Edgine Alexander
William and Nola Crum
In Memory of Elminore B. Gordon
Marie Gordon
In Memory of Eloise Gage & Chance
Joan Smith-Reese
In Memory of Else Moser
Arlene Delmarco
In Memory of Emma Allen
Paula Bahl
Bruce and Madi Hoffmann
In Memory of Eric Allen Bowman
Janice Solomon
In Memory of Ernest Leroy Burrows Jr
Shulman Company, Inc.
In Memory of Ernie and Emmy
The Suzanne Mieso Family Trust
In Memory of Ethel G Fry’s cats and ours
Ethel G Fry
In Memory of Evelyn Kelly
Evelyn Murphy
In Memory of Friday and Baby
Darlene E. Borts
In Memory of Frosty DC Buster
Frances Albanese
In Memory of Gary & Anita Kingsbauer’s pets
Gary & Anita Kingsbauer
In Memory of Gene and Betty Day
Leljedal’s True Value Hardware
In Memory of Gene Deitrick
Robert L. Deitrick
In Memory of George R. Quay
Mary Quay
In Memory of Georgia Harney
Sharon McFadden
In Memory of Gladys Winter Yegen
Laura Kahl
In Memory of Gordan Corl
Helen L. Corl
Gene and Linda Daugherty
In Memory of Gracie
Judy Frank
In Memory of Gretchen, Emma, Jake and Maria
Marlene B. Wetmore
In Memory of Gypsy Rose
Mary Jane Pryslipski
In Memory of Harry Roelands
Judy Roelands
In Memory of Helen Bodek
Edwin Bodek
Christine Gigon
In Memory of Helen Harvey’s deceased pets
Helen Harvey
In Memory of Helen Jorgenson
Elizabeth Jorgenson
In Memory of Helen Lynch
Joseph R. Hammond
In Memory of Helen M. Maynard
Shane Fillman
In Memory of Helen Pyda
Gail and Kathy Largay
In Memory of Helen Trimmer
Thomas & Joan Bourke
In Memory of Henry W. Struthers
Shirley Struthers
In Memory of Hero Wairath Young
Linda E. Young
In Memory of Hobo (Cox/Coolidge)
Lois Goodhue
In Memory of Honey
William & Renee Teitsworth
In Memory of Honey, Suri and Cozy
Suzy Corse
In Memory of Jack F. Gyles
Chris Hitchell
In Memory of Jacqueline Hart
Blaine & Sandy Scott
In Memory of Janet Barlow
Lenore Waldmeyer
In Memory of Janet Friedel
Judith Berman
In Memory of Janet Mott Davis
Barry L. and Lynne S. Humble
In Memory of Jason Moyer
Joan Smith-Reese
In Memory of Jeanne M. Burley
Thomas Snow
In Memory of Jessica
Ted & Gail Franklin
In Memory of Joan Carlson
Debra Doland
In Memory of Joe Leonard
Canton Borough
In Memory of John and Edith Blasik
Diane Burnett
In Memory of John J. Lyons
Edna Lyons
In Memory of John L Woodward
August and Carol Ramsland
Tina and Chuck Woodward
In Memory of John P. Cline
The John P. Cline Living Trust
In Memory of Joyce Steele
Reinhard Dieg
In Memory of Judith Sherwood
Jan Gee
In Memory of Kathy & Dennis Scrivener
Athens American Legion
In Memory of Kinky
Nanette Lowery
In Memory of Kismet, Tiger Lilly and Benny
Ruth D. Elder
In Memory of Lawrence Kostyc
Valerie Kostyc
In Memory of Layla Edler
Diana Edler
In Memory of Leon Menhem
Ronald & Shirley Ruane
In Memory of Lesley Sinclair
Carolyn Jakovasich
Emily Fabiano
Emily Cobb
Betty Jane Houseman
Antoinette Libro
Consuelo Loureiro
Susan Ludlam
H.B. McCall
Harriet Mullen
Dorothy and Ray Roncin
Maria and Orest Kucyna
In Memory of Licorice
Kenneth & Mary Christine
In Memory of Lily and Sunny
Jane Bustin
In Memory of Lutz
Martin Corsano
In Memory of Lynda Raymond Wagner
Marlene Gush
Gay Keesler
Barbara Richards
In Memory of Mai Tai
Joseph and Patricia Nallan
In Memory of Margot Dieg
Ernst K. Edelmann
Patricia F. Fishbough
William and Lucinda Hartman
Harry and Sharon Pittman
Mary Trengo
Elizabeth Von Roth
In Memory of Marie LaFerrara
Salvatore LaFerrara
In Memory of Marilyn Sabo
Julius Sabo
In Memory of Mary Bridigt Riendeau
Julius and Barbara Spartacus
In Memory of Mary Jane Edgerton
Dean and Shirley Lewis
In Memory of Maureen Siderio
William J. Siderio III
In Memory of Max
Richard & Barbara Prescott
In Memory of Mia
Melissa Johnson
In Memory of Midnight
Sister Dolores Orzel
In Memory of Midnight
Marion Tucker
In Memory of Mikey
Kerstin Bucher
In Memory of Millie Schipf
Catherine Jernee
In Memory of Missy
Lillian Lanese
In Memory of Missy Boo
Judy Correll
In Memory of Misty
Gloria Thornton
In Memory of Molly
Gary M. Cantiff
In Memory of Mookie
Steve and Fran Przybylowski
In Memory of Moses and Feldspar
Eugenia S. Ware
In Memory of Murphy
Virginia Schoonover
In Memory of Murphy
Larry and Pam Warriner
In Memory of Murray
Lynne Brubaker
In Memory of Muzzy
Ralph & DeeAnn Jo Wolstenholme
In Memory of Nancy Shenfield
Robert and Carla Cohen
Beth Dorn
Brenda Lambert
Jon and Susan Moehlmann
In Memory of Nancy Shenfield
Joseph and Sandra Shenot
John and Dorothy Wamak
In Memory of Oldie, Puddy Pie and Kitty Kat
Annette Mastripolito
In Memory of Oney (Scotchies)
Sonya M. Hutchinson
In Memory of Onyx
Terry Kelle
In Memory of Oscar Mayer
Frank F. George
In Memory of past and present pets
Thelma Allis
In Memory of Patches
Jennifer M. Fields
In Memory of Pauline Vorhees
Rita Schultz
In Memory of Pepper and Bo
Ernest & June Williams
In Memory of Pete and Ginny Peterson
Peter and Betty Peterson
In Memory of Pete Goodrich
Bill and Karen Leiby
In Memory of Phillip D. Hawkins
Betsy Hawkins
In Memory of Puffy Rogers
Timothy and Jeanette Rogers
In Memory of Ramses
Janis Kephart
In Memory of Razen and Penny
Cheryl Zellers
In Memory of Rebel
Patricia Huda
In Memory of Rich Hertel
Janice Hertel
In Memory of Robert Pearson
Dennis & Elizabeth Schucker
In Memory of Rocky
Anthony Grippo and Jackie Smith
In Memory of Rocky
James Johnson
In Memory of Rocky
William Knighton
In Memory of Ron Sheehan
Jack and Mollyra Stroud
In Memory of Ronald Miller
Phyllis Wyckoff
In Memory of Ruby and Rufus
Cindy Nelson
In Memory of Rudy
John and Bernadette Mocarsky
In Memory of Ruffy, Nikki, Bo, Puff, Max and Pooh Bear
Jane Earle
In Memory of Samson
Wendy Hubbard
In Honor Of:

In Honor of Agnes Rebberg and the Brooklyn cats
Michael & Gretchen Perdoni

In Honor of Sandy Campbell
Mary Ann Campbell

In Honor of Sasha
John and Ruth Burke

In Honor of Sassy
Lynn Warso

In Memory of Scarlett
Ellen Richardson

In Memory of Sebastian
Mary Jane Frock

In Memory of Shirley Gross
Jackie Felicita

In Memory of Shoes
Joan & Carmela Moretti

In Memory of Skippys
June Deering

In Memory of Susie
Jacqueline Greulich

In Memory of Sylvester
Eleanor Mculeski

In Memory of Sylvester
Eleanor Mculeski

In Memory of Sylvia Hudson
William and Marie Berggoetz

In Memory of Teddy and Rufus
Tom and Ann Simons

In Memory of Tilley
Hans Klar

In Memory of Tina Johnson
Ronald Johnson

In Memory of Tony
Eleanor G. Whitaker

In Memory of Topaz
Sandi Westley

In Memory of Triumph
Nacine Supinsky

In Memory of Tucker Dawk
Jennifer Landon

In Memory of Vera Weisskopf
Corinda Carfora

In Memory of Vicki Vanderpool
Pam Vanderpool

In Memory of Violet S. Tolly
Rhoda Caglioistro

In Memory of Vivien A DeLuca
George DeLuca

In Memory of Walter and Dorothy Janus
Julia Delzago
Nicholas and Joanne Felcicia

In Memory of William Knebel
Margaret M. Knebel

In Memory of Willie
Christa Buergin

In Memory of Willow
Marie Sheehan

In Memory of Wizard
Cathy Barber

In Memory of Yuki
Maria and Orest Kucyna

In Memory of all God’s creatures and the organization and people who care for the abandoned
Lois Sealy

In Honor of all the pets
Betty Bailey

In Honor of all the rescues in Hatboro, PA
Anne Anastasi

In Honor of Amy Pardo
Cliff Pardo

In Honor of Austin
Peter and Melene Kubat

In Honor of Babes
Shirley Card

In Honor of Berniece Haskell
Dorothy Haskell

In Honor of Beth Dietz
Joan Smith-Reese

In Honor of Betsy Ware, Robert Leavens, Bluster and Paw’n
Eugenia S. Ware

In Honor of Bonnie and Clyde
Tim Farley

In Honor of Buddy
William & Renee Teitsworth

In Honor of Candle
Carla & Dorothy Behrendt

In Honor of Capone
Susan Ford

In Honor of Casper
Gerald Mullen

In Honor of CC
Margaret Sullivan

In Honor of Charlie
Susan & Richard Sammaritano

In Honor of Chris Eng and Katie Replodge’s rescued kittens and beloved elder cat
East Smithfield Holistic Healthcare

In Honor of Chrissy
Penelope Lawrence

In Honor of Christine Eng and Katie Replodge
Laurie Stallings

In Honor of Clover
David & Tara Hogan

In Honor of Connor Youmans and Emily Austin
Joyce Tice

In Honor of Cooper and Riley
Keith and Suzzy Payne

In Honor of Corky
Eyalin Ward

In Honor of Dawne Brendle
Thomas and Karen Hansen

In Honor of Diane Stehman
Michael & Carol Lichly

In Honor of Dina DeLauro
Thomas and Carol Sager

In Honor of Disa DeLauro and Mindy Mercer
Carole Bayer

In Honor of Dorie
Raymond Velius

In Honor of Dr. Clark Sbarrow
Joan L. Cowles

In Honor of Drason Reese
Fran Herz

In Honor of Ellen Lowery
Barbara Richard

In Honor of Emily Gerth
Linda Hoffecker

In Honor of Emmi
William J. and Michelle L. Novitske

In Honor of Erika Jerabek
Ellie Kullmann

In Honor of Gage
Colleen Butterfield

In Honor of Ginny Mainus
Susette Caldwell

In Honor of Gregory Salamone
Tracy Tong

In Honor of Heather Janus Traum and her grandparents
Mary Weaver

In Honor of Helen
Carl & Dorothy Behrendt

In Honor of Helen Harvey’s pets
Helen Harvey

In Honor of JanNeita Taylor
Lucille Metzger

In Honor of Jazzman and Wellsley
Edward & Beverly Barket

In Honor of Jim Block
Steven Block

In Honor of Joan and Fran
Bettyanne Hutton

In Honor of Joanne Fleming
Margaret Barnes

In Honor of June
Ronald and Mary Sick

In Honor of Kurt and Bear
Sandra Erickson

In Honor of Kurt Piester
James and Linda Piester

In Honor of Lesley’s husband Joe
Emily Fabiano

In Honor of Lily
Lisa Guer-Werninck

In Honor of Lindsay Benoit and Dan Cosley
Dennis Fineout

In Honor of Lucas
Kaci Menzer

In Honor of Lucy
Arthur & Elizabeth Merahn

In Honor of Mary and Martin Barrett
Mary Purvis

In Honor of Mary and Martin Barrett
Dawn Nahory

In Honor of Me and Niq
Barbara Jarmoska

In Honor of Michael Grant
Carol Koenecke-Grant

In Honor of Miller
Sherry and Richard Bryden

In Honor of Nancy Shoudy
Alexandra Cardone

In Honor of Percy the Pug
Jane McDonald

In Honor of Princess
Eleanor Guerra

In Honor of Rocky
Salvatore LaFerrara

In Honor of Rosko and Kitty
Ernest & Nancy Empson

In Honor of Sandra Erickson
Kurt Piester

In Honor of Seamus
Albert and JoAnn Civarelli

In Honor of Shadow
Margaret Hassett

In Honor of Sheba
Christine Mellon

In Honor of Sherri Moore
Ann Wilson

In Honor of Shilo
Marie Taylor

In Honor of Spice
Marietta Barton

In Honor of Swiper
Sharon Champaign

In Honor of The Hannon family
Andrew and Claudine Villardito

In Honor of the three tenant cats
William Bradshaw

In Honor of Therese DeSanto
Christopher & Rhonda DeSanto

In Honor of Tiffany
Kathleen Hume

In Honor of Tippy - Teddy and Muffy
Ruth Kerr

In Honor of Willie
Margaret Black

In Honor of Zach Templar
Micheal and Teri Templar

In Honor of Zeus and Pete
Allison Davy

In Honor of Zoe
Marge and Paul Yalch
For as long as I can remember, animals have been an important part of my existence. I owe this to my mother who had a profound reverence for life. When I was a tiny girl, she came home from church with a stray kitten hidden in her muff. I was overjoyed. She very quickly became my kitten and I named her “Feliz”. Not long after, my mother brought another one home in her muff. I named him “Navidad”. Feliz and Navidad were a central part of my life for many years and there has been a long succession of others since.

When I married, my husband had never been around animals. He was a bit apprehensive about my cats at first, but no worries. I did nothing to win him over; the kittens did it all and very quickly. His aloofness was no match for their beguiling purrs and hugs and playfulness. Soon he referred to them as his cats. It was much the same for our next door neighbor, who professed not to care for cats. She eventually amended that to say except for mine, and then proceeded to get two of her own. That was years ago. She has not been without her beloved companions since.

Over 25 years ago, I read a plea for support for Animal Care Sanctuary by founder Lesley Sinclair in the Philadelphia Inquirer. She had founded a no kill shelter in a day when such an institution was all but unheard of. Of course I would support, and I have done so with pride ever since. While helping the sanctuary in its wonderful mission of saving the lives of hundreds of animals each year, I continue to do what I can at home; not only with my own pets but also, with homeless waifs that find their way to my back yard. I have been feeding and spaying local animals for years and I will continue to do so as long as I possibly can. When asked recently why I still go to all that effort, I was surprised. Effort? Caring for animals is not effort; it gives life purpose. That is exactly why I am remembering Animal Care Sanctuary in my will. Helping to save and find caring homes for all of those animals is very gratifying. I consider my legacy to be a gift of joy.

“Caring for animals gives life purpose. That is exactly why I am remembering Animal Care Sanctuary in my will. Helping to save and find caring homes for all of those animals is very gratifying. I consider my legacy to be a gift of joy.”
Leave a Lasting Legacy

The generosity and foresight of generations past have made possible much of what our sanctuary is today. For nearly half a century, Animal Care Sanctuary has been steadfast to its commitment to rescue, rehabilitate and adopt animals instead of euthanizing them, making it one of the largest no-kill shelters in the nation. Currently home to over 500 dogs, cats, rabbits, horses, pigs and birds, ACS strives to find well-matched, lifetime homes for the animals with continuing support when needed. ACS adopters and donors come from throughout the United States.

To sustain the magnitude of work required to save a large number of animals is a tremendous and ever-present challenge. While annual giving helps sustain the organization from year to year, you can leave a lasting legacy for the animals through a bequest in your will, a trust, or other planned gifts to help ensure that animals continue to be rescued and protected. A planned gift enables you to make a significant gift for endowment, capital projects, operations or program development while also reducing the taxable portion of your estate. Planned gifts can be constructed to help you reduce or eliminate capital gains or estate taxes, obtain significant income tax benefits and provide annual income.

There are many ways to give to Animal Care Sanctuary……...

The Gift by Will: Just as you arrange for the financial and personal security of loved ones including pets in a will, so can you provide for the ongoing work of Animal Care Sanctuary through a will. Gifts by bequest can assist in such areas as endowment, capital needs and program development, connecting you with the Sanctuary in a very special way for years to come. A bequest assures you of complete use of assets during life and assures that your philanthropic intentions will be accomplished while tax benefits minimize the costs to your heirs. There are several different types of bequests.

The Gift by Trust: A trust enables you to make a significant gift to the Sanctuary while receiving income from capital, securities or other property and significant tax advantages. The unitrust and annuity trust, two of the most common charitable trusts, provide income to you during your lifetime and, if you so choose, the lifetime of a beneficiary.

The Gift of Appreciated Long-Term Securities: These gifts may enable you to avoid capital gains tax while taking a charitable deduction for the full value of the stock.

The Gift of Personal Property: An outright gift of your residence, vacation home or other real estate to Animal Care Sanctuary qualifies you for a charitable deduction. This type of gift may also enable you to avoid capital gains tax on the appreciation of the property.

The Gift of Retirement Assets: Designating ACS as a beneficiary of your IRA or other retirement plan can help reduce income and estate taxes.

The Gift of Life Insurance: The gift of a new or existing life insurance policy allows you to create a substantial gift to ACS irrespective of your present assets or estate, and can help reduce income and estate taxes.

This information is intended to provide general gift planning information only. Please consult with your own legal and financial advisors for specific legal, tax or investment advice before making any gift. We’ll be pleased to assist you with specific details as to how your gift will help the animals at Animal Care Sanctuary.

For more information about planning your gift, contact the Director of Development at (570) 596-2200 Ext: 222 or email rtwomey@comcast.net.
STATEMENTS OF ACTIVITIES & CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES

Total Support & Revenue $1,769,981
Total Expenses 1,916,473
Change in Net Assets (146,492)
Net Assets, Beginning of Year 5,681,679
Net Assets, End of Year 5,535,187

During 2014 at ACS

630 animals were admitted
409 in East Smithfield
221 in Wellsboro

574 animals were adopted
330 in East Smithfield
244 in Wellsboro

33 animals were fostered
30 in East Smithfield
3 in Wellsboro

2,399 spay/neuter surgeries
1,727 in East Smithfield
672 in Wellsboro

2,041 clinic appointments
1,581 in East Smithfield
460 in Wellsboro

8,756 hours of volunteer time were contributed
“Adopt Me!”

The Voice of Every Shelter Animal

We hope you enjoy seeing our very special animals leaving with their new families as much as we do. Here are a few photos that we captured. The highlight of being at Animal Care Sanctuary is to witness an animal leaving our home to go to their forever home. Knowing that the family has gone through our screening process and has bonded with one of our animals, and to watch them lovingly tucked into their vehicles and drive away is what makes everything we do here worthwhile.

This very special lady adopted a senior named Goliath and they couldn't have been a better match!

This handsome tiger found a home where he can sit back and relax playing cards and drinking coffee with his forever family.

Smoke and Mist were a Christmas present for a little boy who could not have more excited to grow up with his new playmates.

Our beloved Willow hit the jackpot and now has the luxury of a custom made bed, toys and apparel with vacations included.

Ginger is sweet and spicy like a holiday cookie and her family couldn't love her any more.
Jack was in and out within a week and is now a cherished family member.

Trixie is one lucky little girl to grow up with two big sisters.

Symphony is one gorgeous kitty cat and now has the run of the house.

Oatmeal, now Mr Miagi, has a picture perfect life.

Esmeralda was picked out by her family member but she really chose them and now they can't imagine a day without her.

Some may see that Davey has a defect or flaw, but his family sees his deafness as just another unique part of this handsome devil.

This handsome panther got to go home with one of our winter interns where he is spoiled beyond belief.
UNCONDITIONAL LOVE & SMILES AT
ANIMAL CARE SANCTUARY

DONATE! NEUTER! SPAY! FOSTER! VOLUNTEER!